Significant effort has been devoted to the study of "non-Fermi liquid" (NFL) metals: gapless conducting systems that lack a quasiparticle description. One class of NFL metals involves a finite density of fermions interacting with soft order parameter fluctuations near a quantum critical point. The problem has been extensively studied in a large N limit (N corresponding to the number of fermion flavors) where universal behavior can be obtained by solving a set of coupled saddle-point equations. However a remarkable study by S.-S. Lee revealed the breakdown of such approximations in two spatial dimensions. We show that an alternate approach, in which the fermions belong to the fundamental representation of a global SU (N ) flavor symmetry, while the order parameter fields transform under the adjoint representation (a "matrix large N" theory), yields a tractable large N limit. At low energies, the system consists of an overdamped boson with dynamical exponent z = 3 coupled to a non-Fermi liquid with self energy Σ(ω) ∼ ω 2/3 , consistent with previous studies.
I. INTRODUCTION
In many strongly correlated quantum materials, continuous phase transitions into a broken symmetry phase occur at zero temperature as a function of pressure, doping and other non-thermal tuning parameters. At such a quantum critical point [1] , the metallic fermions scatter off of nearly critical fluctuations of the order parameter, and new universal behavior, inconsistent with Landau's Fermi liquid paradigm, can occur. Understanding such non-Fermi liquid (NFL) behavior [2, 3] and its relation to high-temperature superconductivity is one of the central challenges of theoretical physics. We study a class of quantum critical points that preserve the underlying lattice translational symmetry and are not associated with a conserved order parameter -an example is the Ising nematic transition, which has been observed in several iron-based superconductors [4, 5] , and may play a role in other materials as well [6, 7] .
Near the quantum critical point, only the slowest modes are important; the problem can thus be recast into a quantum field theory involving fermions near the Fermi level coupled to a critical boson (order parameter) by the lowest order interaction allowed by symmetry. The leading interaction is a Yukawa-type coupling, which is relevant in the renormalization group sense below 3 space dimensions. As a consequence the theory is strongly coupled in 2 space dimensions, the limit applicable to many quasi-two dimensional quantum materials. While in recent years numerical methods have revealed a variety of strong coupling effects in two dimensionsfor instance via sign problem-free quantum Monte Carlo simulations [8] [9] [10] -an analytic solution based on a controlled expansion remains elusive.
Given the absence of a perturbative coupling, it is natural to look for a large N expansion to restrict the class of quantum effects that contribute. One possibility is to extend the number of fermion spins from 2 to N , and have them interact with a singlet scalar mode; this "vector large N limit" has been intensely studied in the literature [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . However, it was shown in [15] that the theory remains strongly coupled due to quantum enhancements at two and higher loops. As a result, the 1/N expansion is not enough to make the dynamics tractable. There exist extensions of this limit that end up being controlled, but this is achieved at the price of adding some new perturbatively small parameter by hand [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
In this work we will instead focus on the "matrix large N limit," where N fermion flavors interact with an N ×N matrix-valued boson. This 1/N expansion was originally introduced in the context of relativistic quantum field theory, in order to study Yang-Mills theory [24] . It was first applied to NFLs in [25, 26] , and a controlled quantum critical point was shown to arise in an expansion around d = 3 spatial dimensions [27, 28] . We will study this 1/N expansion directly in two spatial dimensions and at zero temperature, finding an exactly solvable critical point with non-Fermi liquid behavior. The exact solution consists of an overdamped order parameter field with dynamical exponent z b = 3, coupled to a non-Fermi liquid metal with fermion dynamical exponent z f = 3/2. Similar solutions have been obtained both in direct perturbation theory [14] , and in the vector large N limit. 1 Here, however, they correspond to a controlled and asymptotically exact solution of an infrared fixed point. Our results thus provide a controlled framework for understanding non-Fermi liquid behavior.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present the model and discuss the one-loop QCP. In Sec. III we extend the validity of the QCP to all orders in the 1/N expansion. We do this by determining a low energy limit where the standard large N counting of planar and nonplanar diagrams applies. In Sec. IV we compare with the vector large N expansion, which remains strongly coupled; we track the difference to the qualitatively different behavior of the 't Hooft coupling. We also compare our framework to the holographic approach to nonFermi liquids, and propose future directions of research. In the Appendices we present an alternative and equivalent renormalization-group analysis, as well as a scaling analysis of a more general model that includes the vector and matrix large N expansions.
II. THE ONE LOOP CRITICAL POINT
Our euclidean action involves a two-dimensional system consisting of fermions (ψ,ψ) at finite density interacting with a critical boson φ:
To facilitate an asymptotically exact solution, we impose a global SU (N ) flavor symmetry, with ψ i , i = 1, · · · N transforming in the fundamental, and φ i j , i, j = 1 · · · N in the adjoint representation. Here, we have tuned to criticality by switching off the boson mass, c is the boson speed, the fermion has a dispersion relation ε( k) and chemical potential µ F , and the two fields are coupled via a cubic Yukawa interaction. This is the most relevant interaction consistent with the symmetries, and we will show that other interactions, such as the boson φ 4 and the BCS coupling, are irrelevant at the fixed point.
We will first analyze the critical point that arises at one loop, and in Sec. III we will show that all the other corrections vanish in 1/N . So the fixed point will turn out to be one-loop exact in 1/N .
The kinematics of the Fermi surface and its coupling to the boson will play an important role in the long distance dynamics. So let us first review the decomposition of fermionic and bosonic momenta. A given point on the one-dimensional Fermi surface is parametrized by the Fermi surface radius k F and a unit vectorn. The fermionic momentum is then written as a radial fluctuation [31] , p =n(k F + p ⊥ ). The Yukawa interaction implies that the boson momentum q behaves as a difference of fermion momenta. Near the pointn on the Fermi surface, we will decompose q = q ⊥n + q , and will often denote the relative angle by cos θ = q ·n/q.
One loop quantum effects induce boson and fermion self-energy corrections; see Fig. 1 . A standard calculation gives the boson self-energy (Landau damping)
While this is a 1/N effect, we will include it because it dominates at low energies. Including the effects of Π(q 0 , q), the boson spectral weight dominantly arises from the kinematic regime |q 0 | < vq, where the characteristic boson speed is slow compared to that of the fermion, and where the boson mixes with the continuum of particle-hole excitations of the Fermi surface. As a result, the boson gets overdamped, and combining (2) with (1) gives, at low energies, a boson with z = 3 scaling,
Here we have introduced the Landau damping scale
We will then work with the resummed bosonic propagator [1, 27] 
which will be shown to be self-consistent. The computation of the fermion self-energy using this resummed overdamped boson propagator is standard and results in the following expression:
The self-energy is a regular function of momentum, which we have not included here, since it becomes irrelevant due to the z = 3 scaling of the boson internal line. The remaining one loop effect, the vertex correction, is suppressed by 1/N , analogous to a "Migdal" approximation in the electron-phonon problem, and can be neglected.
Eqs. (4) and (5) describe a nontrivial QCP, where the radial fermionic momentum scales differently from the bosonic momentum [27, 28, 32] . It is not hard to check that the scale transformations
and
leave the IR effective action (which includes the above self-energy corrections) invariant. As a result, we obtain a quantum critical point where the boson has scaling dimension and dynamical exponent (∆ φ = − 4 3 , z b = 3), and for the fermion, (
2 The only relevant coupling (besides the chemical potential) is the boson mass, which we tune to criticality. The Yukawa interaction becomes marginal at the fixed point, while 4-boson and 4-Fermi interactions are irrelevant. (This is why we neglected them from the beginning). We note that this fixed point agrees with the = 1 limit of the NFL studied in [27, 28] 
Finally, let us determine the energy scale below which we flow to the one-loop QCP. This is the crossover at which the quantum self-energies begin to dominate over the tree-level kinetic terms. This happens when the z = 3 regime is reached, which requires q 
III. QUANTUM CRITICALITY AT ALL ORDERS IN 1/N
Including the self-energy effects described in the previous section, we obtain a one-loop QCP with effective Lagrangian
where
Here we have introduced the combinations
2 These are the dimensions in momentum space representation, as in (7).
Using the 1/N expansion, we now want to extend this to all loop orders. This, however, encounters some problems due to the fact that the explicit N dependence in the propagators precludes the standard large N counting of planar and non-planar diagrams. In particular, some terms that are irrelevant by the power-counting of (6), are actually enhanced by N . A simple example occurs in the bosonic propagator. Here q 2 ⊥ is irrelevant compared to q 2 , but the N -scaling, dictated by the on-shell condi-
0 . So q 2 ⊥ q 2 at fixed energy. In other words, the low energy limit does not commute with the large N limit.
We will now argue that the low energy and large N limits can be taken simultaneously, if the external frequencies and momenta scale in a specific way with N . To see this, we note that the previous problem -the large N limit ruining the z = 3 scaling-is resolved if the low energy limit is taken as q 0 ∼ 1/N 2 . Indeed, this makes q ⊥ and q above scale with the same power of N . Therefore, we will consider the redefinition
We will show that correlation functions with fixed (p 0 ,p i ) are described by a QCP that is one-loop exact in the 1/N expansion. Before proceeding, we also note that we have introduced factors of β, γ in (12), so that the engineering dimensions of the new variables,
, match the scaling dimensions (6) of the one-loop fixed point. The redefinition (12) produces overall powers of N and (β, γ) in the two-point functions. However, these factors cause no problem, as they can be absorbed into the redefinition of fields. The canonically normalized fields, where these factors are absorbed, become
Given the engineering dimensions (in Fourier space)
[ψ] = −2 , [φ] = −5/2, the dimensions of the canonical fields become [χ] = −7/6 , [ϕ] = −4/3. As expected, these agree with the scaling dimensions (7). The last step replaces these redefinitions in the Yukawa coupling; the resulting effective action S ef f = S f + S b + S Y reads S f = dp 0 dp
S Y = g * √ N dq 0 dp 0 dq ⊥ dq dp ⊥ dn ϕ(q)χ † n (pq)χn(p) ,
and we have dropped all the tildes from the frequencies and momenta. The coupling evaluates to
This plays the role of the 't Hooft coupling at the fixed point. In Appendix A, we show that the above fixed point action (14) can equally well be captured by a renormalization group treatment -see, for instance Eq. (A6). Indeed, the scalings and redefinitions that we just performed are automatically included in the RG approach in terms of the running parameters.
Since the fixed point theory has an order one 't Hooft coupling, we expect that we have to resum all planar diagrams that contribute to (14) . Fortunately, they all vanish beyond one loop. This can be seen by noting that planar corrections to the self-energies are resummed in terms of the Schwinger-Dyson equations Diagrammatically, replacing the one-loop contributions in the right hand side of (16) gives rise to the twoloop rainbow diagrams for Π and Σ, and this continues by induction to higher-loop planar diagrams. This is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 2 . By explicit calculation, (4) and (5) provide a solution to (16) , so long as the low energy limit is taken as in (12) .
3 In summary, the one loop result is a self-consistent solution to the Scwhinger-Dyson equations, and all planar contributions beyond one loop vanish in the low energy limit (12) .
On the other hand, all nonplanar corrections to the QCP are explicitly suppressed by powers of 1/N . This can be seen directly from (14) : the usual large N counting of diagrams applies, because N only appears in the cubic interaction and not inside the two-point functions. This is a consequence of the way in which the low energy and large N limits are taken in (12) .
Let us also mention that the tree-level irrelevant contributions to the kinetic terms -the boson and fermion frequency terms, and the higher order term p 2 ⊥ /k F in the fermion dispersion relation-can also be seen to be suppressed by powers of 1/N compared to the critical terms. The same occurs with terms that have four or more fields in the action. As a result, none of the irrelevant corrections to the QCP are enhanced by powers of N .
We conclude that the one-loop QCP (14) is exact to all orders in 1/N . It arises in the simultaneous large N and low energy limit dictated by (12) , with (p 0 ,p i ) fixed. This QCP thus provides an example of a solvable nonFermi liquid in two spatial dimensions.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have shown above that the matrix large N limit provides a controlled set of solutions describing the two dimensional quantum critical metal. This was achieved by taking a simultaneous large N and low energy limit (12) . The solvability of the 1/N expansion may appear surprising, both from previous results on the vector large N limit [15] , and because in general it is very hard to resum the planar expansion in relativistic quantum field theory [24, 33, 34] . In order to address this, let us now briefly discuss the problem from the viewpoint of the renormalization group (RG).
The self-consistency of the quantum effective action (14) implies an IR stable RG fixed point. In App. A, we show how this result can equally well be captured by a renormalization group treatment; see for instance Eq. (A6). We summarize here the essential features. In the vicinity of the fixed point, the one-loop beta function for the combination α ∼ g 2 /v is
where, µ is the sliding energy scale (the RG flow parameter), and c 1 , c 2 are positive order one constants. The first term above describes the tree-level scaling behavior of α at low energies, while the second term contains the effects of quantum self-energy corrections (recall that vertex corrections can be neglected in the large N limit). As a consequence, there is an IR stable fixed point with an order unity fixed point value α * ∼ O(1). This fixed point precisely corresponds to the action (14) , where a z = 3 boson is coupled to a non-Fermi liquid with an order unity 't Hooft coupling (15) . By contrast, in the vector large N limit, the fermion self-energy is a 1/N correction. As a consequence, the analogous RG flows are described by an equation of the form
and the resulting fixed point value corresponds to α * ∼ N . This theory remains strongly coupled at the purported fixed point and we lose theoretical control. This is the essence of the problem noted in [15] . We explore this further in App. B, where we construct a scaling theory of the vector large N limit by rescaling momenta, frequency and redefining fields. This rederives an action analogous to Eq. (14) with a 't Hooft coupling of order N , showing that the theory flows to strong coupling even at leading order in the large N expansion. Let us also compare our results with the planar limit of non-abelian gauge theories, and more generally with large N conformal field theories (CFTs). In this case, there is an infinite number of planar diagrams, whose resummation can often be described by a classical gravitational theory in one more dimension [33] (and see e.g. [34] for a review). In contrast, here we have found a finite number of planar diagrams that are ultimately responsible for the QCP. The main difference is that in relativistic theories it is necessary to resum the effect of relevant single-trace interactions of the matrix fields, such as tr(φ 4 ). This gives rise to an infinite class of planar graphs that contribute. On the other hand, in the nonrelativistic setup of this work, the analog single-trace interactions are irrelevant. This leads to a finite class of diagrams whose effects can be taken into account exactly in the 1/N expansion.
In recent years, gauge/gravity duality has provided another framework for obtaining NFLs. See [35] [36] [37] [38] for some of the original works, and [39] [40] [41] for reviews with additional references. These NFLs can be minimally described by coupling a strongly interacting large N CFT to a Fermi surface [42] . The CFT dresses the Fermi surface into a NFL with self-energy ∼ ω 2∆−1 , where ∆ is the dimension of the CFT operator that couples to the fermions. On the other hand, the backreaction of the fermions on the CFT is a negligible 1/N effect. Here we find some similarities with our framework, where the N × N order parameter φ gives rise to a NFL behavior ∼ ω 2/3 . One important difference, however, is that the dynamics of the φ field itself is produced by its coupling to the Fermi surface, and does not need to be put in by hand. In any case, the flexibility of these semiholographic Fermi liquids suggests generalizations of the theory studied in this work, where an overdamped N ×N boson with dynamical exponent z b is coupled to a Fermi surface with N fermion flavors. We hope to consider this in future work.
To conclude, we have identified a solvable matrix large N limit in which a two dimensional non-Fermi liquid arises at a quantum critical point. The theory has identical universal power laws to those conjectured in the vector large N theories. In the future, we wish to study the interplay between non-Fermi liquid behavior and superconductivity in such systems, as well as to study finite temperature thermodynamic and transport properties using the large N expansion. Lastly, we comment here that while the solvable large N limit provides insights into the nature of quantum materials, it remains unknown whether the precise power laws are the same in realistic systems with N ∼ 1.
the kinetic term canonical. This redefinition gives rise to a running velocity and coupling
Since this combination scales as µ 1/3 in the z = 3 regime, we will introduce the dimensionless running coupling α r (µ) defined as
with the power of M D chosen to match engineering dimensions. Using (A2), we find
In the IR, this flows to the fixed-point value
These results can be equivalently obtained from the one-loop beta functions
The first term in the coupling beta function is simply the classical scaling dimension at short distance, while the second term is due to the fermion anomalous dimension. The fixed point value is (A6), with anomalous dimension γ(0) = 1/6. This gives rise to a quantum kinetic term ∼ ω 1−2γ = ω 2/3 .
Comparison with the vector large N limit
Let us compare these results with the vector large N expansion, where N fermion flavors interact with a singlet bosonic mode. We choose a Yukawa coupling g/ √ N , with g fixed at large N .
The first difference with the matrix limit is that Landau damping is enhanced by the fermion flavors running in the loop, and this gives rise to a damping scale M D independent of N . On the other hand, the fermion selfenergy is now suppressed by 1/N , obtaining
This NFL contribution starts to dominate over the treelevel kinetic term for energies
Following the RG approach described above gives a beta function for the running coupling
and we recall that α ∼ g 2 /v, see (A1). We then find that the IR fixed point has a 't Hooft coupling g 2 ∼ N . Since this grows with N , we do not expect a well-defined 1/N expansion. This is where the crucial difference with the matrix large N limit lies, since the latter has an order one 't Hooft coupling. In Appendix B, we explore a general redefinition along the lines of (12) for the vector large N limit, finding agreement with the present RG result.
The growth g 2 ∼ N implies a proliferation of higher loop diagrams, and a strongly coupled large N limit. And indeed, this is the main result of [15] . While this reference introduced a different genus expansion to take into account this effect, it is currently not known how to resum the leading contributions in the vector large N limit.
Appendix B: Large N field redefinitions
In this Appendix we analyze the field redefinitions required at large N , that were used in the main text. This approach will serve to exhibit the qualitatively different behavior of the matrix and vector large N limits.
For generality, we consider a model that can capture both the matrix and vector large N limits: S = dp 0 dp
The matrix large N model is recovered for (x = 1/3, y = −1), whereas the vector large N corresponds to (x = −1, y = 0). We have also set to one dimensionful combinations β, γ such as those in (10) .
As in the main text, we seek a redefinition that eliminates the N -dependence of the propagators and which preserves the on-shell scalings
For the boson, we do not need in general to redefine q ⊥ and q by the same factor, but the parallel component should dominate in the kinetic term so that the z = 3 scaling is maintained. Furthermore, since the bosonic momentum q ⊥ adds to the fermion momentum in the Yukawa coupling, q ⊥ and p ⊥ should be redefined by the same factor. On the other hand, we do not scalen, which is the position on the Fermi surface. Let us then look for a redefinition
Preservation of the z = 3 scaling at large N requires
Homogeneous N -scaling of both bosonic and fermionic kinetic terms implies For the large N matrix model in the main text we adopted b = −1, which gives the largest energy window where the fixed point is valid.
Given this and imposing N -independence of both bosonic and fermionic kinetic terms determines the field redefinitions ρ = − 1 2 (4b − 3x + y) , η = − 1 4 (7b − 3x) .
The resulting action has canonically-normalized twopoint functions, and a cubic interaction proportional to (g/ √ N )N 
plays the role of the 't Hooft coupling, which measures the strength of the coupling in the large N limit. Note the above expression is independent of our choice of b that determines how the external frequencies and momenta scale to zero.
In the matrix large N , with (x = 1/3, y = −1), the 't Hooft coupling becomes λ = g 2 , independent of N . So there is a well-defined 1/N expansion. In contrast, in the vector large N theory we have (x = −1, y = 0), and the strength of the coupling is
So we do not expect a well-defined large N expansion, in agreement with [15] . In this way, we find a qualitative difference in the matrix and vector large N expansions.
